GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Aim and scope

Pachyderm publishes papers and notes concerning all aspects of African elephants, African rhinos and Asian rhinos with a focus on the conservation and management of these species in the wild. At the same time, the journal is a platform for disseminating information concerning the activities of the African Elephant, the African Rhino, and the Asian Rhino Specialist Groups of the IUCN Species Survival Commission. Currently, Pachyderm is published once a year and is ‘Platinum Open access’ (free access to published scientific works for readers with no publication fees for the authors to publish); all research, management and history papers are peer-reviewed.

Submission of manuscripts

All manuscripts should be submitted online at: http://Pachydermjournal.org & https://pachydermjournal.org/index.php/pachyderm/about/submissions

If there are any questions or concerns regarding the submission process, please send an email to: afesg@iucn.org and/or pachydermeditor@gmail.com. We are also contactable by post or telephone:

The Editor, Pachyderm
IUCN/SSC AFESG
PO Box 68200–00200
Nairobi, Kenya
telephone: +254 20 249 3561/65

Terms and conditions

By submitting your manuscript to Pachyderm means that you (the author(s)) agree to our terms and conditions, furthermore, submissions may be returned to authors who do not adhere to the following guidelines.

Kindly note that upon submission of your manuscript, our terms are strictly that the author(s) agrees not to publish the same paper elsewhere until a decision has been taken, either in hard copy or digital format.

Manuscripts are accepted in both English and French. Where possible, the abstract should be provided in both languages.

Pachyderm’s Editorial Board categorises material received into the following sections:

Research, management and history papers

Papers may be reports of original biology research or they may focus more on the socio-economic aspects of conservation, including market surveys. Each Research and Management paper is subject to peer review, the reviewers who are assigned have expertise in the specialist subject/s related to your paper. This process is “blind” with both author(s) and reviewer(s) anonymous to each other unless otherwise agreed.

Papers should not exceed 5,000 words (the word count is inclusive of all parts of the manuscript, including the title page, abstract, references, table and figure legends). Papers should be structured as follows: 1) Title, 2) Abstract must not exceed 250 words (informative type, outlining information from the Introduction, Materials and methods, Results, Discussion, but not detailed results); 3) additional key words (if any); not appearing in the title, maximum six; 4) Introduction; 5) Materials and methods; 6) Results; 7) Discussion; 8) Conclusions; if appropriate; 9) Acknowledgements (optional, brief); 10) References should be included only when essential and quoted in the text (maximum of 25); 11) Tables; 12) Figure and photo captions; 13) Figures and photos.

Field notes

The journal welcomes notes from the field. They may contain figures and tables but should be a maximum, up to 2,500 words.

Review papers

Review papers, which are unbiased reviews of all the existing knowledge on a specific topic, are welcomed. Length should be a maximum, up to 5,000 words.
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**Book reviews**

*Pachyderm* invites reviews of newly published books, which should be around 1,500 words.

**Letters to the editor**

Letters should be addressed to the relevant Specialist Group Chair/Editor and should be < 1,500 words. Letters are welcome that comment on articles published in *Pachyderm* or on any other issue relating to elephant and rhino conservation in the wild.

**Preparation of manuscripts, stylistic and bibliographic requirements**

Submissions are preferred in Word; use font: Times New Roman at 12 pt, with double-spacing.

**Images, figures and maps**

Preferably provide figures and maps in their original form, and data in Table format; (Excel files are not accepted), maps as EPS and images should be submitted in the highest quality possible, such as TIF (330 dpi), or JPEG (300 dpi). Indicate clearly the author or source of figures, maps and photographs. Colour is acceptable. We shorten figure to ‘fig. x’ within the text, and ‘Figure x.’ in full in the caption.

Provide equations in .png format.

**Title and authors**

The title should contain as many of the key words as possible but should not be more than 25 words long. Follow with the name(s) of the author(s) with institutional affiliation, postal and email address of the corresponding author, to whom proofs and editorial comments will be sent.

**Journal conventions**

**Nomenclature**

Use common names of animals and plants, giving scientific names in italics on first mention. Generally, refer to animals in the plural form (i.e. rhinos, elephants). We do not capitalize elephant, black/white rhino and greater one-horned rhino. We do capitalise Javan and Sumatran rhino.

**Spelling**


**Numbers**

Use the International System of Units for measurement (m, km, kg, ha, h) with a space between the numeral and the unit of measurement. Give measurements in figures, for example 12 mm, 1 km, 3 ha, except at the beginning of a sentence.

Spell out numbers under 10 if not a unit of measurement unless the number is part of a series containing numbers 10 or over, for example: 14 adult males, 23 adult females and 3 juveniles.

In the text, use a comma as the separator for figures four digits or more: 1,750 and 11,750. The separator will be a full stop in French papers.

For equations, use font: Times New Roman at 15 pt.

**References**

We use the name-year method of citing and listing references. The punctuation and typographic style is as follows:

In the text, cite a single author: ‘(X 2005) or ‘X (2005); cite two authors: ‘(X and Y 2005)’ or ‘X and Y (2005)’; cite more than two authors ‘(X et al. 2007)’ or ‘X et al. (2007)’. Note that there is no comma between the author(s) and the year. If multiple works are being cited, separate them by a semicolon, listing them in chronological order: (X et al. 1998; B 2002; Z 2010).

In the reference list, punctuation is minimized. Journal names in full. Titles of books and papers are decapitalized.

Examples are drawn from previous issues of *Pachyderm*:

**Article in a journal or periodical**
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Book


Book chapters

Masters /PhD thesis

Reports/unpublished reports
Adcock K. 2006. Estimates of black rhino carrying capacity at Ol Pejeta’s new rhino area. Kenya Wildlife Service, Nairobi. Unpublished. [Kindly, provide a website, location, or person from whom a report can be accessed when possible].

Web site
